Prism Systems keeps ThyssenKrupp Steel
moving with Industrial Wireless Solution
In July 2010, ThyssenKrupp AG, among the world’s largest
steel producers, opened one of the industry’s most advanced
carbon steel processing facilities – ThyssenKrupp Steel USA –
to serve high-value markets in the Americas.

further processing or for shipment out of the plant to
customers in the automotive, construction, pipe and tube,
and appliance/HVAC industries.

Costing $5 billion and located about 40 miles north of
Mobile, Alabama, the 1,800-employee plant can produce 4.3
million metric tons a year of flat rolled carbon steel products.
Its facilities include a hot strip mill, cold rolling mill, four
hot-dip galvanizing lines, rail yard and a river terminal to
access the Port of Mobile and Gulf of Mexico.

The rail cars are controlled by a Siemens SIMATIC S7-400
process controller that communicates via PROFIBUS to
remote drives and the I/O aboard each car. The PROFIBUS 		
communication used a microwave rail that ran the full length
of each tunnel’s track. The rail cars had a metal paddle that
rode a slot in the rail, acting as an antenna for the S7-400’s
signals.

One of the key contractors for the ThyssenKrupp project is
Mobile-based Prism Systems, Inc., a Siemens Solution
Provider. Founded in 1989, it serves a global customer base,
mostly Fortune 500 companies, delivering solutions in the
areas of automation and controls as well as industrial
software development, data integration and reporting,
engineering consulting, and project management.

In theory, the microwave rail concept can work well, but not
so well in the harsh environment of the ThyssenKrupp steel
plant. First, the precise alignment required by the microwave
guide rail could not be consistently achieved, in part due to
vibrations caused by the heavy rail cars’ movement. That was
made worse by the dirt and dust kicked up by the cars’ passing,
plus the high humidity of southern Alabama.

Challenge: Trouble-free wireless control of intra-facility
rail transport for finished cold-rolled steel in a harsh
working environment
					
The ThyssenKrupp plant produces its cold-rolled steel in giant
coils that can weigh as much as 14 metric tons. High-speed
rail cars moving at speeds up to 33 miles per hour transport
these coils through two underground tunnels, each almost
500 feet long, to any of eight separate drop points. Cranes
then lift them off the cars and into other plant facilities for

In the plant’s first year of operation, management found the
microwave rail a constant source of costly disruptions in the
rail service. These disruptions not only were interrupting
product flow within the plant, but they were also jeopardizing
production and shipping schedules.
After investing $5 billion to build one of the world’s most
advanced steel production facilities, the plant’s management
realized they had found a weak link that needed fixing fast, so
they turned to Prism Systems for a solution.

Solution: Siemens industrial wireless LAN with Scalance 		
access points and RCoax cabling				
According to John Elias of Prism Systems’ Systems Design Group,
the company’s engineers realized that the problems of vibration,
dirt and heat made it ideal for an industrial-grade wireless LAN
(WLAN) solution—almost. That’s because the ThyssenKrupp
facility’s tunnel walls would subject the WLAN’s radio signals to
shadowing and reflection. The former could interrupt the wireless
communications, while the latter could cause radio interference.
“In addition,” he said, “the WLAN solution needed real-time
communications, to keep the Siemens SIMATIC S7-400 process
controller in virtually constant contact with the rail cars’ on-board
remote drives and I/O.”
However, he explained, WLANs utilize IEEE 802.11 technology
that’s optimized for stationary use—not for transmissions 		
involving fast-moving vehicles like the rail cars. In fact, even 		
with a central 802.11 access point controller doing a constant
background scan of the signal environment, the latency in one
access point handing a signal over to another access point can
be several seconds.

Bringing it all together 						
According to Prism Systems’ John Elias, after deciding on the
Siemens Scalance with RCoax approach, the next step before
actually engineering the solution was to perform a radio
spectrum audit.
“Even though RCoax has such a small (10 cm) radio signature,”
he said, “we had to identify all sources of possible interference,
whether 802.11 and non-802.11 signals. So we did a spectrum
analysis to learn what other radio channels might exist in the 		
tunnels and around their outdoor openings and then isolate
ours using separate channels.”
When the engineering was complete, implementation was easy,
Elias said. “All the I/O aboard the rail cars was already using
PROFINET, so after we laid out the RCoax cable and deployed
the Scalance access points, we just swapped out a card on each
rail car’s I/O module. There were no logic changes.”

Elias added that with the 10 cm proximity of the 5 GHz RCoax
cabling, plus Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2) encryption and
suppressed SSID (Service Set Identifier), all measures were
taken to ensure that security is not compromised. Also, the
Opening the WLAN portfolio					
Siemens technology operates in temperatures as high as 140
As a Siemens Solution Provider, Elias said Prism Systems knew
degrees Fahrenheit, so the heat of the facility wouldn’t be 		
Siemens offered RCoax, a specialized, so-called leaky cabling that
a problem.
could run the length of the ThyssenKrupp tunnels and provide
Results: Simpler, more reliable rail car operation with low
radio signaling without shadows or reflections, while dispensing
operating costs 					
with the problems of vibration, dirt and heat.
Elias said the benefits of the Siemens industrial WLAN solution
RCoax cabling has a center rod-shaped antenna sheathed in a
using Scalance and RCoax extend to both ThyssenKrupp and
dielectric layer of polyethylene, then covered by a layer of 		
Prism Systems.
reflective copper and protected from moisture and dirt by an 		
“For our client, fixing the rail car communications problem by
outside layer of plastic.
replacing the microwave rail means plant management no
The copper shielding is perforated at regular intervals –
longer has to worry about compromised production schedules
made “leaky” – with each perforation emitting a radio field that’s
and costly interruptions that could lead to even costlier
restricted to a single plane. It comes in two versions: 2.4 GHz for
shipping delays,” he said.
wide area radio coverage; and 5 GHz for close-in (10 cm) radio
In addition, he noted that the Siemens solution has little if any
coverage. Prism Systems chose the latter for ThyssenKrupp’s 		
operating costs because there’s no wear-and-tear, which saves
rail system.
maintenance and repair costs for items like connectors, cables,
To solve the latency issue, Elias pointed out that Siemens is the
sliding contacts or winding devices. Plus, ThyssenKrupp gains a
only provider of a PROFINET and 802.11 media access control
high level of investment protection as all Siemens products
technology it calls an “industrial Point Coordination Function”
comply with the universally recognized IEEE 802.11 standard.
(iPCF). This provides what’s called “rapid roaming” – effectively
“For Prism Systems, we benefitted from Siemens having the
real-time wireless communications because the iPCF technology
right technologies like the Scalance products and the RCoax
reduces the access point handover latency to less than 20 		
leaking cabling that we needed to develop the simplest,
milliseconds.
lowest-cost solution possible for ThyssenKrupp,” he said.
“The need for real-time communications and Siemens iPCF
“Implementation could not have been easier.”
technology is why we chose Siemens Scalance access points,
“Another vendor proposed an enormously complex and more
which has it,” he said. “This way we could proxy the PROFIBUS
expensive solution needing all kinds of PROFINET translators
network wirelessly using PROFINET and ensure no communication
and other devices. With Siemens, we were able to provide
breaks or interference as the rail cars move along their tracks.”
ThyssenKrupp a much better solution with much greater
Specifically, Prism Systems chose Siemens Scalance W788-1RR
confidence it would solve their problem.”
Access Points together with IWLAN/PROFIBUS-Links to connect
the existing PROFIBUS Hardware to the new PROFINET Ethernet
system.
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